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Loss Control Insight 
                     Overhead Hazards and Protection 

Superstition says it's bad luck to walk under a ladder and superstition might be right - because it's 
an unsafe thing to do. 

Many of the hazards in the workplace are over our heads, so it is important to be aware of 
overhead dangers. Wear your head protection to prevent injury from falling objects and 
overhead obstructions. 

- Walking under someone working on a ladder is one example. You could bump the ladder and 
cause the person to fall, or you could be hit by a falling tool or piece of material. For the same 
reasons, you should not walk under scaffolds or swing stages. 

- Machinery at work will often pose overhead hazards. Never walk under a forklift load, nor under 
a load suspended by a crane. There have been many accidents where workers have been 
crushed by falling loads. 

- Electrical lines are among the worst overhead hazards. Many workers have been electrocuted 
by contact with overhead power lines. Some of these accidents have occurred when a vehicle or 
piece of machinery contacts a low-hanging power line. Others have happened when a pipe or a 
metal ladder touches a line. Working under the eaves or near the roof of a building also puts you 
in danger of contacting an overhead electrical hazard. 

- Materials and equipment unsafely stored overhead have contributed to many accidents. An item 
as small as a screwdriver becomes a lethal weapon when it is stashed where someone can 
accidentally pull it down on his head. Trying to remove supplies from high shelves without using 
the proper materials handling equipment has also resulted in many accidents. 

- Manually lifting materials overhead involves another risk - that of back injury. Use the correct 
lifting techniques and get mechanical help when required. 

- Watch for overhead hazards such as low door frames, beams, pipes and ducts. Make sure they 
are marked with warning signs. 

Not all overhead hazards are located at great heights. An open cabinet door or drawer can cause 
a painful injury if you rise from a sitting position and hit it with your head. 

Many of the hazards listed above are found off-the-job as well. Here are some you might 
encounter away from work: 

- Watch for power lines when moving long objects such as ladders or pipes around your home. 

- Avoid storing heavy objects on overhead shelves. 

- Relocate low-hanging hazards such as clotheslines. 

- Watch height clearances as you drive your vehicle into low spaces such as parking garages. 



 

 

 

- Be wary of construction or demolition work along your street. Sites like these can pose overhead 
hazards to you and your family. 

Many hazards are located overhead. Be alert to the kinds of dangers which can strike you from 
above. And don't forget to wear your head protection both on and off the job. 

 

Reality Check:  Employee Killed by Falling Tree  

A teacher working alone on top of a mountain during the summer as a forest fire spotter, was 
killed when he was hit by a falling tree he had cut down. 

He was found when the relief spotter arrived in the morning for the change of shift. He had been 
dead since the previous afternoon. 

He had felled two trees with a chainsaw. The second one was a 14-inch diameter fir. It had been 
cut clear through with a single cut, rather than partway through with the usual front cut and back 
cut. It appeared that as the tree had begun to fall, he had tried to push the tree off the stump in 
the direction he wanted it to go, when the butt of the tree slipped off the stump and fell straight to 
the ground. 

A tree limb struck the victim in the head. He was not wearing a hard hat. As the butt end of the 
tree struck the ground, it kicked up, striking him. He died of shock caused by massive internal 
bleeding, and had suffered fractures to the ribs, sternum and pelvis. 

The operation of dangerous equipment such as chainsaws requires special training and protective 
equipment. Never attempt a task such as cutting down a tree unless you know exactly how to do 
it safely. Regular check-in procedures are an important safeguard for men working alone or in 
isolated locations. 

 


